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Light and Shadow - Eye to Eye  
by Christina Baldwin and Ann Linnea 

  
This time of year, sunlight filters across Whidbey Island at a slant and  
every back road and byway where trees line the pavement is dappled  
and striped - light and shadow, light and shadow. Deer stand  
dangerously camouflaged in the ditches. Bicyclists and dog walkers  
appear and disappear - only their movement alerting cars to pull toward  
the centerline and give them more room on the shoulder of the roadway.  
It is a beautiful and nerve-wracking drive through the territory I call 
home. 
 
This seems a pretty universal statement right now: that we are in the 
midst of a (hopefully) beautiful and (unavoidably) nerve-wracking ride 
through whatever territory we call home. 
 
As the US election approaches, we are surrounded by evidence of  
corruption, racism, sexism, passivity, aggression, violence, and ignorance  
of every kind.  Systemically, collectively, and personally, we are driving 
the world into a period of light and shadow nearly beyond imagining. Under these conditions, nerve-
wracking is an understatement. 
 
This level of shadow eruption is a powerful and seductive force - it rides on unleashed passion. All kinds of 
are endorphins are released in the brain. It's a rush - a seductive drug of surety in an unsure world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Finally, I can let out all my frustration - I can be RIGHT in a world of WRONG. I don't have to 
contemplate the sheer insolvability of many social issues. I can put the world back into a pattern 
where I am the most comfortable, and anybody who doesn't like it is my enemy. I am relieved of 
ambiguity. I am relieved of the work of compassion, of identifying with or listening to people who 
are different from me.  
Suddenly, I feel bigger than myself, attached to powerful forces. At last I can push back that 
terrible sense that the world is sliding out from under me. 

 
How do we call us back to ourselves in the midst of this screaming environment? 
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Last month we wrote about four daily practices that can increase our capacity to maintain a personal 
sphere of calm in the intensity of the social environment.  
 

1. Keep your mind open, your heart open, and your arms open. 
 

2. Respond rather than react. 
 

3. Take time to re-source yourself. 
 

4. Look for commonality, respect difference. 
 
This month, we are suggesting a fifth practice: 
 

5. Tend compassion and weave the social web. 
 
Remember the light? Just as the world is full of shadow and conflict, the world is full of light and 
reconciliation. The deer (often regarded as symbols of compassion) blink by the side of the road. We are in 
this mess because we have diminished one another's humanity. We are doing things to "them" because 
they are not "us." The only cure for objectification is to invite the "us-ness" to emerge.  
 
This video (from Amnesty Poland) showing Europeans and refugees simply looking into one another's eyes, 
is a profound example of that healing. Silence. Empathy. Acknowledgement of the similarities of joy and 
pain in our shared human condition. Being held by the "hosting" coordinators and (in this case) the 
camera.  
 
This second video, from The Liberators International, shows a group in Australia, where political and 
refugee/immigration tensions are running just as high as in the US, running a similar experiment for one 
minute. The participants are on a busy city sidewalk surrounded by on-lookers who seem to range from 
curious to skeptical. Doesn't matter: once we stop and really look into the eyes of the stranger: empathy 
rises. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is science to back this up. Writing in Neuroimage magazine, researchers reported on an experiment 
with pairs of 96 strangers who volunteered to simply look one another in the eyes while MRIs scanned their 
brains to note the neurological response. "They found that blinking became synchronized and that a portion 
of the brain known as the right inferior front gyrus lit up with activity in both people. According to the 
authors, this finding suggested that mutually-held eye contact bound people into a 'singular connected 
system'." 
  
So here is our commitment to collective healing in the next few weeks. We have made a placard inviting 
people to sit opposite one of us and for us to look into one another's eyes for one minute.  
 

Whoever you voted for, we are still community. Come sit.  
Let us look silently into one another's eyes for one minute and see who we see. 

 
The other will hold the rim and help facilitate a bit of social ease as necessary. We will take ourselves and 
this invitation to local places: the coffee tables at Payless groceries, the Commons in Langley, the library.  
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This will be a circle of two. A circle held in silence. A circle of communication beyond the limits of words. 
 
We're not going to film it. We're just going to live it. Join if you want by doing this in your own 
neighborhood.  
 
Remember, "world peace is what happens within a two-meter radius of our own bodies." - This we can do. 
 
 
 

 


